CoreClarity™
In-Powering People and Teams

Course Overview
CoreClarity works with individuals to:
• Uncover their unique talents
• Build on those talents to create strengths
• Enhance personal productivity
• Improve interpersonal effectiveness.
Course Goal
To provide participants with a framework that
supports them in easily communicating their
unique personal competitive advantage to
other people.
“I learned to see myself
and my abilities in a new
light.”
“The results are already
impacting us as we
work to incorporate
individual strengths,
to operate more
effectively as a board,
and to celebrate our
accomplishments
toward year-end goals.“

Communicating What Is Great
The challenge with being unique is in knowing
how each of us is unique. CoreClarity
enables a person to communicate, in a
positive way, how their special qualities can
best be applied to any situation. It offers a
clear and concise set of terms that accurately
and positively describe how we think, why we
behave the way we do and what is really great
about us.

Creating Dream Teams
Dream teams make their work look easy:
with individuals consistently delivering peak
performance. In-Powering People and Teams
programmes recognise and apply the team’s
individual talents so that they are utilised to best
effect.
Group Potential
Teams and organisations excel by maximising
their combined potential. The In-Powering
People & Teams programme helps people
understand and appreciate the individual and
collective potential of the group in a new light.
Maximising Group Competencies
CoreClarity helps teams and organisations
clarify internal roles and maximise group
competencies.
Course Materials
All participants receive a copy of the book
Strengthfinder 2.0 by Tim Rath, plus a wealth
of personalised charts.
Participants at the Inpowering People and
Teams events additionally receive workbooks
and in-depth materials.
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